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Congress Abstract

Life Crises – Chances for Life
On the way to peace and happiness through the life spiral of working through Crises
Learning to live in Crises – who does not know this? Human beings experienced crises, suffering, learning
through crises since the beginning of history. Today we are confronted with crises like loosing one's job,
health problems, striving for eternal youth, death, birth of a disabled child, aftermaths of natural catastrophes
and terror attacks, persecution, detainment, flight. Human beings have made similar experiences worldwide –
as the author states in her research results – they have similar experiences in working through crises:
satisfaction and happiness can be taught and can be learnt. This result leads the author to the thesis:
Crisis – a hidden Treasure
Ludwig van Beethoven worked through the crisis of progressive deafness not only through his compositions
– especially through his 9th symphony connecting nations – but also in conformity with the above mentioned
thesis through the insight:
" The crosses + in life are like the crosses in music – they raise/sharp!"
Splendid outstanding creative works in art, culture, technique are not seldom, very often not recognized, the
result of a creative jump out of the crisis. Famous examples are:
•
•
•
•

•

The painting "The Cry" by Edvard Munch – a portrait of his life situation in his home place, a creative
jump out of his depressing home situation
The world of the "Fairy Tails" of Hans Christian Andersen – a counter portrait to his autobiographic role
as the "Ugly Young Duckie"
The Place of death cult of the Egyptian Pharaonic tombs or the sacral buildings of temples and churches
– buildings for the purpose to overcome fear of death and suffering
The central sanctuary of the Temple-Stupa-Park in Borodbodhur – the suspending of human suffering
through the architectural manifestation of the 'Noble eightfold Path of Salvation' in the Mahajana
Buddhism
The animated "Fabric Animals" of Margarete Steiff – her jump into life out of life long paralysis.

The author develops out of her international research:
•
•

•

1. The phenomenon of crisis as a chance
2. The different kinds of crises as predictable life course crises as well as unpredictable critical life
events at the crucial points and ruptures in one’s biography, as a challenge to learn for the individual
person as well as collectively for society (see illustration)
3. The models and strategies of working through crises according to its universal Crisis-ManagementInteraction-Model, for the individual learning process to work through crises in 8 spiral phases (see
illustration), as well as for the collective learning process as the complementary process in 3 steps.
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• 1. The Phenomen 'Crisis'
From the point of view of education research, crises are an 'integral part' of human life. Accordingly,
Crises Management becomes a key qualification for the educational sciences in general. It
accompanies human beings in a life long process:
• the toddler in elementary education, • the pupil in primary, • the juvenile in secondary education,
• those in training in the tertiary, • the adult in the quarter education department.

To work through crises means to live a more meaningful life – to become mature to an extended
competence in recognition, decision and action – in and through the working through crises. Through
that a crisis turns out to be a chance. Symbolically both – crisis and chance - is in the Chinese
calligraphy one sign only, whereas there are two seperate terms in the German/English language:

• 2. The Kinds of Crises
Erika Schuchardt, scientist in education, distinguishes between the Life Course Crises and the Critical
Life Events (see illustration).
• She categorises as Life Course Crises the usually predictable crises of maturing, which are
programmed in all life stories/ biographies at turning points in the life stories. They are:
• birth • nursery school • school • puberty/adolescence • training • profession/job • partnership/children •
engagement in society, church politics • midlife crisis • retirement • old age/dying/death (see illustration).

• Critical Life Events are the usually not predictable, the life story suddenly affecting, life threatening
crises at the breaking points of the life stories which are recognised as a crisis of maturing only in an
unavoidable learning process of suffering. They have to be acknowledged and worked through so
that they can become an enrichment.
She continues distinguishing between primarily individual and primarily collective categories.
The primarily individual Critical Life Events are:
• unplanned childlessness and abortion • impairment of pregnancy and birth PID/PND (preimplantation diagnostic
and prenatal diagnostic) • violence, sexual abuse of children, women, seniors • unemployment and mobbing •
accidents, serious and chronic diseases • separation, loss, death of important reference persons

The primarily collective Life Course Crises are:
• Attacks for political, religious or criminal reasons, violation of human rights, of honour, of reputation in
profession and science • persecution, expulsion, imprisonment, torture, violence • natural and environmental
desasters, technical catastrophes (s. illustration)
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3. The Models and Strategies of Working through Crises

On the basis the unpredictable crises, described in more than 2000 Life stories covering more than a
century since 1900, as well as from about 30 pilot projects during 25 years of research in adult
education and further education since 1970, Erika Schuchardt developed her universally applicable
• Crisis Management Interaction Model, and this primarily for the individual learning process
the working through crises in 8 spiral phases
and for the primarily collective learning process the working through crises as a
complementary process in 3 steps, each of them as an interaction between persons already
and
not yet affected by crises.
In the education research/ adult education crises prevention models and crises intervention models up to coping models were
developed in the second half of the 20th century (1964 Caplan, G., USA: 4 phases model Crisis; 1969 Kuebler-Ross, E.,
USA/Switzerland: 5 phases model Dying; 1970 Osuji, O.N., USA/Japan: 3 dimension model Exceptions of Loss; 1973
Spiegel, Y., Germany: 4 phases model Mourning; 1974 Glaser, D.G./Strauss, A., USA: 2 phases contact model Interaction at
the process of Dying; 1974 Parkes, C.M., USA: 6 phases model Loss of a partner; Degen, H., Netherlands: 5 phases model
Disability; 1975 Sporken, P., Netherlands: 9 phasis model Disability; 1975 Balzer, B./Rolli, S., Germany: 3 phases model
Crisis; 1979 Lazarus, R.S., USA: 4 phases model Stress; 1979 Schuchardt, E.,Germany: model in 8 spiral phases: Working
through Crises as a Learning Process; 1981 Kommer/Röhrle, Germany: model in 3 stages: Development of Crises a.o., see
Schuchardt, E.: Krisen-Management und Integration, 8. Aufl. 2003, S. 394ff and on the DVD-ROM the bibliographies for a
century, about 500 pages).
Among those the Crisis Management Interaction Model is introduced as the most differentiated and 'universalised' model.
In the section of education Erika Schuchardt trusts on two things in contrast to present trends and the threat of 'over
therapying': the ability of the affected to a personal confrontation with his/her crisis and to finding a new identity when
working through the 8 spiral phases, and the preparedness of society to accept the confrontation with the crisis collectively
and to reach an extended competence in decision making and action – and enriching each other by going through the
complementary process of the 3 steps:

• The Crisis Management Interaction Model for the primarily individual Learning
Process Working through the Crises in 8 Spiral Phases (see illustration)
it leads the person, already affected by the crisis, via III stages from the head I via the heart II
to the hand/action III through the irritating uncertainty, 1st spiral phase "What is actually
going on...?" to the painful certainty, 2nd spiral phase „Yes, but that's just not possible…?“
within the externally and cognitively steered head stage I, via the directly following
aggression 3rd spiral phase „Why me …?“, followed by the 4th spiral phase of negotiation
„If … then surely (you, it, they) ... must...?“ and the depression 5th spiral phase „What for?
It's all pointless anyway!“ in the affectively undirected transitional heart stage II up to the
acceptance 6th spiral phase „I've only just realised...!“, to new activity 7th spiral phase "I do
that...!" and finally to solidarity 8th spiral phase "We act, we take the initiative ...!" in the
active self-directed action stage III.
She illustrates this life spiral of working through crises at the 32 year young Ludwig van Beethoven who fought from his
death wish in the Heiligenstadt will for a quarter of a century until 9th symphony based on solidarity and connecting all
nations, which in 1972 was posthumously awarded the title European Hymn and in 2003 the UNESCO World heritage
document “Memory of the World”.

• The Crisis Management Interaction Model for the primarily collective Learning
Process as complementary Process in 3 Steps
it leads interdependently even society and/or its members through the ↔ complementary
process in 3 steps ↔ stabilisation ↔ integration ↔ participation. Depending on the
individual history of life, learning and status those who are already affected by a crisis and
those who are not yet affected by a crisis experience this in an opposite direction. At this
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process, they experience the hidden richness as extended norms and values, leading towards a
deeper competence in decision making, acting and responsibility (see illustration).
For Ludwig van Beethoven's environment – students, colleagues, doctors, friends – those learning processes were not known
at a time of class awareness and monarchical structures. Therefore he was living in isolation for his whole life, he lived as an
"exiled".

The learning process of the collective Crisis Management also happens between different societies,
cultures and religions and confirms – in a complementary enriching process – the thesis of the
researcher in education Erika Schuchardt:

Crisis – a hidden Treasure
This collective Crisis Management, as it was called by her, is the condition for social, societal and
worldwide integration/participation on the way to a peace process of the world society, so to speak the
transition from the individual to the collective learning – this was confirmed by recent research, f. i. by
K.P. Edinger „Ökumenisches Krisen-Management wagen – Sich der Krise 'Fremdsein' stellen"
("Risking Ecumencial Crisis Management: To cope with the Crisis 'Being a foreigner'“) and in
analogy the publication of the author „Brückenbau – 15 Jahre Begegnungsschulen im Südlichen
Afrika. Erfolgsmodell deutscher Auswärtiger Kulturpolitik. Aufbruch zur UN-Dekade 2005-2014“
(Building Bridges – 15 years interracial schools in Southern Africa. A model of success of German
foreign politics. Uprising for the UN Decade 2005-2014").The result of the research:
The key qualification of the crises management competence as integral part of
the entire education system results from the Crisis Management Interaction
Model of E. Schuchardt, its individual and collective perspective from education
research, as model that can be taught and learned, institutionalised and
professionalized.
There are further publications (see Schuchardt 2004,2005,2006, 2007 and www.profschuchardt.de/wissenschaft) about the way of learning through crises as key
qualification to life and about the sources for strength and courage to go this way of
learning to crisis-management-competence and to accompany the learning process
coping with crises as life spiral. They concern the central theme of the author’s
complementary theses ex individuo, ex collective, ex spiritu on the way to “healing
and salvation”and to general well-being.
To come back to the example of Ludwig van Beethoven: the learning of the crisis-managementcompetence as key qualification can be explained with the medium of music:
Comparative thesis for accompaniment in music
The art of accompaniment can be experienced an learned among others by making music: the
second voice can be shaped, not the solo; only then can the first voice - the person already
affected by a crisis and complementarily accompanied by educational work – develop itself fully
and in self-determination. (see illustration)
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Portrait of the wife of the painter D.D. reflecting the autobiographical
struggle of both in view the cancer "crisis"
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CRISES-MANAGEMENT AND INTEGRATION

Life-STORY-Crises

they may be expected at different stages oflife
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THE SPIRAL - SYMBOL FOR THE
JOURNEY OF THE SOUL

Working through Crises as an individual
Learning Process in 8 Spiral Phases
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What's going on ...?

Initial
Stage 1

cog nitive-reactive;
externally-directed
dimension

Transitional
Stage II

emotional - affective;
non-directed
dimension
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Final
Stage III

reflective-active;
self-directed
dimension
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Those learning,
-already
affected by crises

Participation

Stabilisation

The Complementary Structure as the Basic Precondition
of the cosmic and therefore also human existence
as depicled in the Chinese Y in Yang:

• Balance
_. Living a balancecl life _. Shalom
• lmbalance _. Sickness
• Separation _. Death
/ext collection Huiainanzi, 2nd century B. C.
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CRISES-MANAGEMENT-INTERACTION-MODEL
understanding the Learning Process
of working through Crises in 8 Spiral Ph. as
a complementary process involving 3 steps,
collective

• lnteraction

WORLD

Crises - also a hidden treasure
The person -already- affected by crises
is a challenge to the society
and complementary:
The society of the -not yet- affected people
is a challenge for the -already- affected person
in analogy to the complementary structure in the symbol Yin Yang.
Erika Schuchardt
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